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We treat the problem of finding asymptotic expansions for the variance of stopping times for 
Wiener processes with positive drift (continuous time case) as well as sums of i.i.d. random 
variables with positive mean (discrete time case). Carrying over the setting of nonlinear renewal 
theory to Wiener processes, we obtain an asymptotic expansion up to vanishing terms in the 
continuous time case. Applying the same methods to sums of i.i.d. random variables, we also 
provide an expansion in the discrete time case up to terms of order o(b”*) where the leading 
term is of order O(b), as b + ~0. The possibly unbounded term is the covariance of nonlinear 
excess and stopping time. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider a sequence X1, X,, . . . of i.i.d. random variables with finite expectation 
EL > 0, finite variance u2 > 0 and distribution F, and a sequence [,, t2, . . . of random 
variables, such that for all n the a-algebras s,, = a(X,, &, . . . ,X,, &,) and 
c+(Xtl+r, Xn+*, . . .I are independent. Let S, = X1 + . . . +X,, and 
z,=s,+&, n>l. 
For b z 0 define 
7(b) = inf{n 3 1: S, > b}, T(b) = inf{n 2 1: 2, > 6}, 
and, using the notation l(A) for the indicator of a set A 
4, =(&-,,,-b)l(T(b)<a). 
The behavior of T(b) and Rb is investigated in nonlinear renewal theory. Lai and 
Siegmund (1977) give conditions under which Rb has a limiting distribution as 
b+a, and this limiting distribution turns out to be the same as in the linear case, 
i.e. the limiting distribution of S7(bj - b as b + 03. They also show that many interesting 
stopping times from sequential analysis can be treated within this framework. Their 
paper considers the case of nonarithmetic F, and Hagwood (1980), Lalley (1982) 
obtain related results in the arithmetic case. 
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In a companion paper, Lai and Siegmund (1979) give conditions under which 
an asymptotic expansion for ET(b) up to vanishing terms as b + co is valid, and an 
alternative set of conditions is given by Hagwood and Woodroofe (1982). 
Lai and Siegmund (1979) further consider the problem of an expansion for the 
variance of the sample size and show that in the linear case Var T(b) = 
pp3a2b + pe2K + o( 1) as b + CO under suitable assumptions. They state that under 
conditions similar to those for the expansion of the expected sample size, one may 
show Var T(b) - pe3a2b as b + CO, but that no expansion up to vanishing terms is 
known to them even in the most simple nonlinear cases. 
In the continuous time case, the problem of finding an expansion for the variance 
of stopping times with nonlinear stopping boundaries is considered by Jennen (1985) 
for a Wiener process (W,),,, with positive drift p and variance u2. For u(b) = 
inf{t3t0: W,>cCr,(t)},t,>O,itisshownthatVaru(b)-h,a2/(~-_(Clb(hb))2asb~~ 
under suitable conditions on the family of differentiable boundaries I,!+,. Here hb is 
the unique solution of &,(hb) = phb. This also leaves open the question of more 
precise expansions for the variance of the sample size up to terms of order O(1) or 
preferably o(l), even though for Wiener processes an excess does not occur. 
So contrary to the case of expected sample size, the question of precise asymptotic 
expansions for the variance of the sample size does not seem to be answered yet in 
a satisfactory manner. 
In this paper we shall provide a complete answer to this question in the continuous 
time case for a broad class of stopping times. It is not difficult to see that the 
arguments of nonlinear renewal theory can be carried over to the Wiener process, 
and this will be done in Section 2. Since such an approach seems to be new in the 
continuous time case, we will first discuss the basic conditions in this context as 
given by Lai and Siegmund for i.i.d. sequences. In particular, an expansion for the 
expected sample size will be restated in Theorem 2.2. In Theorem 2.4 we will provide 
a first but not yet complete expansion for the variance of the sample size. More 
precisely, if (&)r3o is the arising “nuisance” process, then the covariance of the 
stopping time T(b) and tTcbj remains unspecified. For this term a further knowledge 
of (51)rXl is necessary. 
As a consequence, we will then consider stopping times of the form 
T(b) = inf{ t 2 to: tg( U,/ t) > b}, 
where ( U,)r30 is a Wiener process with drift k and variance G2. Under suitable 
assumptions on g we will show in Theorem 2.9, that 
Var T(b) = g’(~)2g(~)-362(b -g”(c)G2) 
+g(~)~2(~g”(~)2~4+g’(~)g(3)(~)~~)+o(1), 
as b + co, i.e. provide a complete answer in this special situation. The special relevance 
of such stopping times is already stated by Lai and Siegmund (1977) and by 
Woodroofe (1982, Chapter 5), and many stopping times in sequential analysis are 
of this form. 
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Section 2 closes with some examples which show that the constant term in the 
expansion for the variance can be of significant influence for moderate values of b. 
In the final section, we will briefly discuss the discrete time case as stated at the 
beginning. Corresponding versions of Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.9 will be formu- 
lated in Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.5, respectively. However, the resulting 
expansions for Var T(b) contain additional terms arising from the excess over the 
boundary Rb, in particular the possibly unbounded term Cov( l( Eb) Rbr T(b)) where 
Eb are certain events. We will show that this covariance is o(a) as b + 03 under 
suitable conditions. 
The following basic results on the stopping time T(b) and the excess Rb are 
stated for reference and can be found in the monograph of Woodroofe (1982, 
Chapter 4). Here they are stated in the discrete time case, but corresponding 
continuous time versions for the asymptotic behavior of T(b) and T(b)* can be 
formulated in the same manner; compare 2.3 and (A.4). 
It is a consequence from the strong law of large numbers that under the assumption 
&,/n + 0 a.s. as n + 00 T(b)/ b + l/p a.s. as b + 00. 
Call the sequence &, &, . . . slowly changing if and only if max{(g,[, . . . , I&,[}/, + 0 
in probability as n + CO, and tl, tz;, . . . are uniformly continuous in probability, i.e. 
for every E > 0 there exists S > 0 for which 
Assume that t,, &, . . . are slowly changing. If &I&+ 0 in probability then it 
is a consequence from Anscombe’s theorem that T(b)* = (T - (b/p))/&+ 
N(0, a2pm3) in distribution as n + ~0. 
If F is nonarithmetic then 
Rb + H in distribution as b + 00, (1.1) 
where H(B) = jenco,ma) P(S+,, > x) dx/ES,,,, for measurable B c [w. If &,/fi+ 0 in 
probability and F is nonarithmetic then T(b)* and R,, are asymptotically indepen- 
dent, i.e. 
(T(b)*, Rb) + N(0, (T~F-~)@ H in distribution as b + a. (1.2) 
A 
Note that for STcbj = (STcbj -pT(b))/& we have 
ST(~) = (&IJF;) - (&(b@) -PI-(b)*. 
Here, from (l.l), R,/d%+ 0 in probability as b + 00, and from &/fi+ 0 in probabil- 
ity and Anscombe’s theorem also &/v’%-, 0 in probability as b + co. Thus (1.2) 
implies that STcbj and Rb are asymptotically independent, i.e. 
(ST(b), Rb) + N(0, a2p -‘) 0 H in distribution as b + ~0. (1.3) 
In the following, 
hi = yiH(dy) 
I 
will denote the i-th moment of H. 
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2. The continuous time case 
Carrying over the situation of nonlinear renewal theory as introduced by Lai and 
Siegmund (1977, 1979), consider a Wiener process ( Wt)tao with positive drift /J and 
variance u2 per unit time which is adapted to a right continuous complete filtration 
(9,)**0. Consequently, W, is F,-measurable, normally distributed with mean pt and 
variance a2t f.a. t 2 0 and W, - W, is independent of Y&s f.a. t > s 2 0. Furthermore, 
let (51)rso be a stochastic process with continuous paths which is also adapted to 
( $t)laO. Define 
2, = w, + &, 12 0, 
and for bs0, to>0 
T(b) = inf{ t 2 to: 2, > b}. 
In order to obtain an asymptotic expansion for the expectation of T(b), Lai and 
Siegmund (1979) make additional assumptions on the “nuisance” process which is 
given by (&)M in our model here. 
Their paper and the paper of Hagwood and Woodroofe (1982) describe very 
useful techniques for obtaining such expansions, which are essential for our approach 
towards an asymptotic expansion for the variance of T(b). The assumptions which 
are required for the application of these techniques, are of the following form which 
also takes care of problems of measurability typical for the continuous time case: 
Suppose that there exist %*-measurable events A,, t 2 0, such that Us=, A: is 
measurable for all t 2 0, .Yt-measurable random variables V,, t 2 0, such that the 
stochastic process (V,),,, is separable, furthermore a continuous function f on 
(0, co) with the following properties: 
&= V,+f(t) onA,. 
I,,,,, t2P(!T! Ar> dtccc. 
There exists cu, i< (Y < 1, such that 
(‘4.1) 
(4.2) 
For every E > 0 there exist 8 > 0, t, 2 0 for which 
P( sup IV,-V,~>E)<E forall tatI. 
tGS4f+&= 
(A.4) 
sup Vs, t Z= 0, are uniformly integrable. 64.5) 
f%s%f+l- 
EVi+ ui as t+ co for some real Vi, i = 1,2. 64.6) 
I t”P(supI~,/s*l~~)dt<co for all E>O. (0,rn) SSf (A.7) 
P(T(b)sSb)=o(b-‘) as b+co, for some 6>0. (‘4.8) 
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2.1. Consequences from the assumptions 
(i) Under (A.l)-(A.8) the asymptotic expansion for ET(b), 
ET(b) = (b -f(blp) - VI)/P +-o(l), 
holds as b + co. 
(2.1) 
As we did not find a suitable reference for a result of this type in the literature, 
we will formulate a result for the expected sample size in 2.2. We also give a short 
sketch of the proof, which shows how the techniques for i.i.d. random variables 
adapt to the case of Wiener processes and follows the proof of Theorem 3 of Lai 
and Siegmund (1979). 
(ii) Similar to the proof of Theorem 3 of Lai and Siegmund (1979), these 
assumptions have the following technical consequences: There exist positive real 
numbers Ed, t 2 0, decreasing to 0 as t + 03, such that, for a suitable t, s 0, 
If(t)1 < etta for all t 2 t,, 
i 
t*P(sup )( W, -/&/(e,d+ 1) dt <a, 
(0,co) S>f 
t*P(sup 1 V,/(E,S~)[ 3 1) dt < 00. 
We may assume, that the function t + E, is left-continuous, so that no problems of 
measurability arise in these expressions. Define 
M = sup{ t 2 0: A: occurs or max{I W, - tpl, 1 v,I} 2 &}. 
Then 
{M~t}=~A~u{sup~(W,-s~))/(~,s~)~~l}u{~~p~V,/(~,~~)~~1} 
S>I S>I S>I 
is a measurable event. It follows, for L = max{ t, , M} + 1, that 
EL’ < co. (2.2) 
Setting & = {T(b) > L}, we have 
P(D;) = o(b-*). 
Note that V,Cb,l(Q,) = ([T(bf-f(T(b)))l(Db) is measurable, since (&)tao has con- 
tinuous paths. 
Also we obtain the existence of a decreasing function E : (0, co) + (0,~) with 
lim,__ E(b) = 0 and 
IT(b)-b/PI< &(b)b” on D,,. (2.3) 
From this, for sufficiently large b, ET( b)3 G 2( b/p)‘+ EL’ and therefore 
ET( b)3 < m for all b 2 0. 
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2.2. Theorem. Suppose that (A.l), (A.3) and (A.4) are satisjed, and furthermore 
Then, as 
sup Iv,l, tzo, are uniformly integrable, 
fGl=5t+fm 




P(T(b)=zsb)=o(b-‘) asb+oO, for some 6>0. 
b + co, (2.1) holds, i.e. 
ET(b)=(b-f(blp)-vAlp+o(l). 
Proof. Here and in the later proofs, we write T, 
T(b), WT(b), . . . Let E,, t 30, be as in 2.l(ii), just omitting 
integrals. 
Define L and D as in 2.1 (ii), thus EL < co and P(D) = o( b 
(A.8’). Hence, 
I 
TdPc6bP(TsSb)+ L dP = o(l), 
D’ I {L>Sb) 
and from IT-b/PI < &(b)b” on D we obtain 







w,, . . . instead of 
the term “t”’ in the 
-‘) from (A.2’), (A.7’), 
From (A.3), (A.4), (A.5’) and (A.6’) it is easily seen that 
5~ dP=v,+f(bll*.)+o(l). 
Using Wald’s identity and the relation W, + & = b, we obtain finally, as b -+ 00, 
pET=EW,=bP(D)- W, dP= b-v,-f(blp)+o(l). 
2.3. Remark. In our proof of Theorem 2.4 we will need the fact that Anscombe’s 
theorem and the uniform integrability result of Chow, Hsiung and Lai (1979, 
Theorem 2), also hold for the Wiener process, i.e. we will use the following result: 
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If N(b), b 2 6, > 0 is a family of positive random variables such that N(b)/b + c 
in probability as b + 00 for some real c > 0, then, for kkNcbj = ( WNcBj - piV( b))/fi, 
I% NCbI + N(0, m2) in distribution as b + ~0. 
If additionally (N(b)/ b)P, b 2 b,, are uniformly integrable, then 
@L(b), b 2 bo, are uniformly integrable, 
for anypzl. 
The proof consists of an easy modification of the proof for the i.i.d. case and is 
omitted. 
2.4. Theorem. Suppose that conditions (A.l)-(A.8) are satisfied. Then, as b+oo, 
Var T(b)=(r2~-3(b-f(b/~)-u1)-~U2(02-vf) 
-2~--‘(~OV(~(~b)v,,b,, T(b))) 
+Cov(l(Db)_f(T(b)), T(b))+o(l). (2.4) 
Furthermore, 
Cov(l(&)VT(b), T(b))=O(b”*) asb+oo; 
Cov(l(D,)f(T(b)), T(b))=o(b”2) asb+ax 
Proof. (i) An application of Wald’s second identity yields 
Var T= v*~-~ET--~~* (W,-pT)2dP+ (T-ET)*dP 
_/*-2 I (W,-EW,)*dP D
+2F-l (W,-EW,)(T-ET)dP 
It will be shown in (ii) that 










I (W,-EW,)*dP=v,-u:+o(l), D (2.10) 
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(T-ET) dP = o(b-‘), (2.11) 
D DC 
since P(D’) = o( be2) as b + co. 
Now W,+V,+f(T)=-Z,=b on D and EW,=b-f(b/p)+O(l), hence 
P(D’) = o(bm2) and (2.11) imply 
Cov(l(D)W,, T)=-COV(l(D)VT, T)-Cov(l(D)f(T), T)+o(l). (2.12) 
Now (2.4) follows from (2.7)-(2.10) and (2.12). 
(ii) Proof of (2.8) and (2.9). For (2.8) first note that 
( WT-pT)2dP 
s (W,-pT)2dP+ ( W, - pT)* dP. (2.13) 
Define the family of stopping times N = N(b) by 
N=l(TsGb)T+l(T>Gb)Sb. 
By Theorem 2 of Chow, Hsiung and Lai (1979)-actually its continuous time 
version-W% = (( W, - ~N)/x&)~, b 3 b, > 0, are uniformly integrable so that, from 
(A.8) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
I (WT-~T)2dP~bP(T~6b)“2(EW,)1’2=o(1). (2.14) (Ts6b) 
Similarly, define nonnegative random variables M = M(b) by M = min{ T, L}, so 
that Wh, b 3 b, > 0, are uniformly integrable, again using Theorem 2 of Chow, 




(2.13)-(2.15) prove (2.8). 
For the proof of (2.9) observe that 
I 
(T-ET)2dPs L* dP + (ET)2P( DC) + ET LdP (2.16) 
DC I DC s DC 
Since ET = O(b) by (2.1) and EL3 COO by (2.2), the first two terms on the right 
hand side in (2.16) are easily seen to be o(l), as b + 00. For the last term we obtain 
ET 
I 
L dP< ETP(Dc)1’2(EL2)“Z = o(1) 
DC 
by a similar argument. 
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(iii) Proof of (2.10). By construction of 0, we have: l(D)(f( T) -f(b/p)) tends 
uniformly to 0, as b+ co, by (A.3); V, - Vb,cL + 0 in probability by (A.4) and 
Anscombe’s theorem; El(D) Vi,,, = ui + o( 1) for i = 1,2 by (A.6); and ( V, - 
V,,,J21(D), b 3 bo, are uniformly integrable by (A.5). Thus, using EW, = 
b-f(b/p)-v,+o(l) and Z,=b, we obtain 
( W,-EW,)2dP= (Z,- V,-f(T)-EW,)2dP 
(Vr-~1)2dP+o(l)=v2-v:+o(l) (2.17) 
as b+co, which shows (2.10). 
(iv) Proof of (2.5) and (2.6). From (2.1), 
I(D)(T-ET)=(I(D)/~)(-(WT-~~-)- VT-(f(T)-f(blp)))+O(l). 
Using Theorem 2 of Chow, Hsiung and Lai (1979) as in (ii) of the proof of Theorem 
2.4, we obtain uniform integrability of 
l(D)?‘, ba b,>O, 
where ? = (T - ET)/ b112. Consequently, from (A.5), 
J V,?dP=O(l) as b+co, D
which yields (2.5). Using (A.3) and (2.9), we further obtain 
I 
f(T)?dP= (f(T)-f(bltL))~dP-f(blll) 
D J D J ?dP DC 
implying (2.6). 
2.5. Remarks. (i) (2.4)-(2.6) in Theorem 2.4 yield, in particular, 
Var T=a2p*.-3(b--f(b/p))+O(b”2) as b+co. 
(ii) The following fact will be useful later: 
J IW,-EW,12+q/TqdP=o(1) for all q>O. D 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
This is easily seen, since from the definition of D we have (see (2.3)) 
l(D)(W,-EW,(/T=o(l). 
In order to provide more explicit results on the covariance terms in the expansion 
for Var T, we have to specify the structure of the process (V,),,, and of the function 
f in more detail. 
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2.6. Proposition. Consider the situation in Theorem 2.4 and assume additionally that 
f is twice continuously diflerentiable and that the derivatives satisfy 
f’(x) = o(x-“2), f’(x) =0(x-=) as x+00. 
Then, as b+oo, 
Cov(l(QJf(T(b)), T(b)) = ~2p-3f’(al~.)b+o(l), 
where a = b-f(b/p). 
Proof. We may write 
Cov(l(~)f(T), T) =f(alp) I (T-ET) dP D 
+f’(alp) I CT-ET)(T-(a/p)) dP D 
+(1/Z) I (T-ET)(T-(aI~FL))*f,,(vT) dP, D 
where v7 is an intermediate point between T and a/p. Then 
I (T-ET) dP= I (T-ET) dP D DC 
> 
l/2 
s P( Dc)“2 (T-ET)2dP = o( b-l) 
(see (2.9)); thus 
f(a/p) (T-ET)dP=o(l). 
I D 
Next, from (2.1), (2.4) and (2.11), 
I 
(T-ET)(T-(a/p))dP= (T-ET)*dP 




This implies, by assumption on f’, 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
f’(a/p) J (T-ET)(T-(a/p))dP=a2p-3bf’(a/p)+o(1). (2.22) 
D 
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Note that on D, by construction, 
for some constant K, hence the assumption on f’ implies 
Il(D)b”*Y’(r+)l s T(b), 








For the first integral, note that 
l(D)~~~3~0(1)1(D)(~W~)3+~WT-EW~)3/T3’2). 
As Tl( D) c 2b/p, b 3 bo, it follows from Theorem 2 of Chow, Hsiung and Lai 
(1979) and (A.8) that 
l(D)W;, bab,, are uniformly integrable. (2.23) 
This and (2.19) show 
I Dj?j3dP=O(l). 





Now (2.21), (2.22) and (2.24) imply (2.20). 
Forf(x) = log x the term in (2.20) is of the order O(1). Takingf(x) = xB for some 
0 <p <i we see that f satisfies (A.3) for /3 < (Y < 1 -p and, from (2.20), 
Cov(L(D&o(b)), T(b))=B~2K3((bl~)-(bl~)P)B-‘b+o(1) 
=Pa2~-‘2+P)bP(1+o(l)), 
hence tends to infinity as b + 00. This shows that in general Var T( 6) = a2pe3b + 0( 1) 
is not true in nonlinear renewal theory. The structural assumptions for our treatment 
of Cov(l(D) VT(b), T(b)) are motivated by the next remark. 
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2.7. Remark. A variety of interesting stopping times can be formulated withi.n the 
following framework (see Lai and Siegmund (1977, 1979) in the discrete time 
context): 
Let (U),,, be a Wiener process with drift b and variance 15~ per unit time and 
let g : (-CO, ~0) + (0, a) be a continuous function which is twice continuously 
differentiable in a neighborhood (i -E, $ + &) of fi with g’(i) # 0. We consider, 
for some to> 0, 
T(b)=inf{t>t,: tg(U,/t)>b}. (2.25) 
Define A, = {I U,/ t - b[ < E}. Then on A,, we obtain for Z, = tg( U,/ t), by Taylor 
expansion, 
where Y, is an intermediate point between U,/ t and b. Let 
Wt=tg($)+g’(fi)(U,-$) and &=Z,- W,. 
Then p = g(i) > 0 and 0 < a* = g’(b)* -’ (7 <co. By definition we have on A, 
s* = v,+_f(f) 
with f- 0 and V, = l(A,)(Z, - W,) = l(A,)g”( v,)( V, -$)*/2r. 
Adapting the arguments of Proposition 1 of Lai and Siegmund (1979) (see also 
Woodroofe (1982, Examples (4.1), (4.3))) to the continuous time case, one may 
easily verify (A.l)-(A.7) in this situation. Of course, (A.l) and (A.3) are trivially 
satisfied here by definition. Note that the asymptotic distribution of V, is a multiple 
of the chi-squared distribution, and that 
V, = g”(JG2/2, v2 = 3g”(/.z)‘C?/4. (2.26) 
Let us now assume that g is three times differentiable on (@ -E, fi + E) such that 
the third derivative is bounded there and continuous in fi. Then, on A,, 
z, = W,+g”(G)( u,-~t)2/2t+g(3)(v,)( u, -fit)3/6t2, (2.27) 
where u, again denotes an intermediate point between l-Jr/t and CL. Since U, -iit = 
( W, -@)/g’(c), we obtain, for V, = l(A,)(Z, - W,), 
V,= 1(A,)(g”(~)g’(~)-2~:/2+g’3’(v,)g’(~)-3~~/6Ji), (2.28) 
where gC3’( v,)l(A,), t > 0, are uniformly bounded with gC3’( v,)l(A,) + gC3’(@) a.s. 
as t + cc, and we have set 
W* = ( w, -/&)/VT 
For V,, t > 0, which have a structure of this type, we will now provide an asymptotic 
expansion for Cov( l( II,) VTcbj, T(b)). 
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2.8. Proposition. Consider the situation of Theorem 2.4 and assume additionally that, 
on A,, 
v, = aW:+&W:/JS, t>o, (2.29) 
for some real (Y and a uniformly bounded stochastic process (&)raO such that &- + /3 
in probability for some real /3 as b + CO. Then, as b + 00, 
Cov(l(Q,)VTc,,), T(b))=-(2a2~4+3~a4)/~+o(l). (2.30) 
Proof. We will prove in part (i) validity of 
J w’,V, dP=3aa4+o(l), D
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
and in (ii) validity of 
Cov( l(D)pTqO, T) = -3pa4/p + o( 1). 
Obviously, (2.31)-(2.33) imply (2.30). 
(i) Proof of (2.31) and (2.32). 
(2.33) 
J mi:(Z--ET)dP=(-l/p) (W,-j.J-)3/7-dP D J D 
+(1/P) 
J 
@;( W, - E W,) dP 
D 
=(-l/p) (W,-pT)3/ETdP J D 
+(1/p) (W,-/AT)~(T-ET)/(TET)~P J D 
+ (l/P.) J w’,( W, - E W,) dP D 
=1,+12+13, say. 
(a) Evaluation of II. For b z b,-, define 
n, = (b/p) - E(b)6 n,=(b/p)+e(b)b+l, 
(2.34) 
and stopping times T’, 
T’ = min{max{ T, n,}, nz}. 
We have T = T’ on D and from Theorem 2 of Chow, Hsiung and Lai (1979) 
$9, babb,, are uniformly integrable. 
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Furthermore, from 2.2(ii), ET’ = ET + o( 1). We obtain 
(l/ET) 
I 
Dc 1 W7’-pT’13 dP 






Since E( W, -p~t)~ = 0 f.a. t 2 0, Wald’s identity for the third moment (cf. Chow, 
Robbins and Teicher (1965, Theorem 9)) takes the form 
E( W7~-pT’)3=3a2E( W,.-pT’)(T’-ET’) 
= -3p-‘a*(a*ET’- E( W,,-/.LT’)( W,.- EW,.)). (2.36) 
For the last expectation on the right hand side, we have 
E( W,,-pT’)( W,r-EW+)=O(b”*) (2.37) 
since 
IE(W~-~T’)(W,.-EW,~)I~(E(W~-~LT’)*)~’*(E(W~,-EW~.)*)~‘* 










( W,, - /LET’)* dP 
DC 
Here the’first term is O(1) by (2.10). 






and similarly the third term is of the order o(1). (2.35)-(2.37) show 
II =3~-%4+0(1). 





= 121 + 122, say. 
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Here (2.19) and (2.23) imply 
<0(1)(1, @dP)3’4([D(WT-EW,)‘,T2dP)1’4=o(l). 
Note that by Anscombe’s theorem and by T/b + pcL1 a.s. WT is asymptotically 
normal with mean 0 and variance g2. Moreover, uniform integrability of 
1 (D) W$, b 2 b. , implies uniform integrability of 1 (D) WI”,, b 2 b, . 
From these remarks we obtain 
hence 
12= -3p-2v4+o(1). 
(c) Evaluation of I,. Using (2.1) and 2, = b on 0, it follows that 
J WI’,( W, - E W,) dP D
=-- J W+V,dP- I t!“:(f(T)-j-(b/p)) dP+a2u,+o(l). D D 
Uniform integrability of W:l(D), b 2 bo, and uniform convergence to 0 of 
l(D)(f( T) --f(b/p)) as b + 00 implies 
I 
W%-(T) -f(blp)) dP = o(l). 
D 
This implies 
I3 = p-1au4- w’,V, dP+o(l). 
Now (a), (b), and (c) yield (2.31). 
For the proof of (2.32) note that l(D)V$, b z bo, are uniformly integrable (see 
2.4(iii)) so that l(D) w$V,, b 2 bo, are uniformly integrable. 
Obviously, 
l(D)( m%V= -aw%) = l(D)(&W;/fl)+O in probability as b+a, 
hence by uniform integrability 
J W+V,dP= J crW;dP+o(l)=3aa4+o(l). D D 
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(ii) Proof of (2.33). 




D I D 
As in (b), we obtain that the first integral is of order o(1). By uniform integrability 
hence (2.33). 
2.9. Theorem. Let ( U,),zo be a Wiener process with positive drift b and variance G* 
per unit time. Let g : (-a, ~0) + (0, ~0) be a continuous function which is three times 
diflerentiable in a neighborhood of fi such rhat the third derivative is continuous in L 
and g’(b) # 0. Dejne, for b 2 0, 
T(b) = inf{ t 2 t,: tg( U,/ t) > b} 
and assume that (A.8) holds. Then, as b + o;), 
Var T(b) = g’(i)2g(@)-362(b -g”(&)$) 
+g(I_i)-2(g”(~)22+g’(fi)g”‘(~ )G”)+o(l). 
Proof. Choose E > 0 such that g has a bounded thin d derivative on (K-F, b+&), 
and let A, = {I U,/ t - fiI < E}. According to 2.7, we have 
V, = l(A,)(Z, - W,) = l(A,)(cuW:+/?$‘;/Jt), t >O, 
where 
a = g”(ll)g’(l*)-2/2, P, = 1(A,)g’3’(v,)g’(r;)-3/6, t>O, 
and vl is an intermediate point between U,/ t and $. Furthermore 
/ST + p = g’3’(/,z)g’(~)-3/6 a.s. as b + w. 
From 2.7, (A.l)-(A.7) are fulfilled, also (AS) by assumption. The result now follows 
from 2.4 and 2.8. 
2.10. Examples. (i) Let ( U,),zo be a Wiener process with positive drift @ and 
variance G2 per unit time. For 0 < p < 1 consider 
T(b) = inf{t 2 to: U, > btP}, to> 0. 
These stopping times have found extensive treatment in the literature, see e.g. Gut 
(1974), Woodroofe (1976), Chow, Hsiung and Lai (1979) and Jennen (1985). 
For A = l/( 1 -p) and g(x) = (x+)*, x+ = l~,+,~(x), we have 
T(b) = inf{ t 2 1,: tg( U,/ t) > b”). 
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In order to apply Theorem 2.9, we merely have to verify (A.S), i.e. 
P(T(b)~6b”)=0(b-~“) asb+oo for some 6>0. 
However, this is easily done by using the same argument as given by Chow, Hsiung 
and Lai (1979) in the discrete time case. Now Theorem 2.9 yields 
Var T(b)=h p ’ --(h+2)62bh+;A2(A -1)(2A -5)g-“&“+o(l). 
(ii) For (U,),,, as in (i) and c > 0 consider 
T(b)=inf{tZt,: IU,l>b6(~+t)“~}, t,>O. 
Its discrete time analogue with i.i.d. normal random variables arises in the context 
of repeated significance tests, and such tests have been investigated e.g. by Siegmund 
(1977), Siegmund and Gregory (1980), Woodroofe (1979) and in Chapter 7 of 
Woodroofe’s monograph (1982). 
Setting a = bG and 2, = U:/(c+ t), we have 
T(b) = inf{ I> to: 2, > a’}. 
For c # 0 we are not in the setting of 2.9. We have 
where 
and 
-T= w+ c+f(t), 
w,=/I’t+2~(U,-#La), 
v.=(l-~)(ci,-~t)‘/t-~(U~-~t)= V,,,-V,,,, say, 
f(t)+. 
Then (A.l)-(A.7) are fulfilled as in 2.7, and furthermore (A.8) holds as in (i). 
From Theorem 2.4, 
Var T(b)=4fi-462(a2-62+~~2)-2E;:-464 
-2~~*(Cov(l(Db)~,~(b), T(b)) 
+Cov(l(D,) &,7(b), T(b))+Cov(l(Dblf(T(b)), T(b)))+o(lh 
Note that vi = (r2 and v2 = 3G4. 
Here, the structure of V,, t > 0, is very similar to that considered in Proposition 
2.8, and it may be shown that 
COV(~(D,)V,,~(,,), T(b))=-2b-‘G4+0(1), 
Cov(l(DdVZ,~w, T(h)) =4~~~+0(1), 
furthermore 
Cov(I(D,)f(T(b)), T(b)) =0(l). 
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We omit the detailed argument, as it is similar to the one given in the proof of 
Proposition 2.8. 
Jointly, this yields, as b+oo, 
Var T(b)=4fi-4&4b2-2~-4&4-4c~-2G2+o(1). 
These examples indicate that the constant terms in the expansion for Var T(b) may 
be of significant influence on the size for moderate values of b. 
3. The discrete time case 
We may proceed here as in the continuous time case. But note that now the excess 
has to be taken into account which leads to certain technical difficulties. Arguments 
which are similar to those in Section 2 will not be repeated in this section, and we 
will only give details for those considerations which are related to the excess. 
We now consider the discrete time setting as described in the beginning of the 
introduction and make the following assumptions, slightly different to those in 
Section 2 since they additionally have to ensure uniform integrability for the excess. 
Suppose there are sn-measurable events A,,, n 3 1, a real valued function f on (0, co) 
and gn-measurable random variables V,, n 3 1, such that 
&=f(n)+V, onA, forall nzl; (B.1) 
03.2) 
xe;~oc,, If(x) -f(v)l+ 0 as x --, a; 
VI, v,,... are uniformly continuous in probability; 





EVL + vi as n + 03 for some real vi, i = 1,2; 




Furthermore we assume the moment condition 
EX; < 00, 
and, again, 
03.8) 
P(T(b)<6b)=o(b-2) as b+a, for some S>O. (B-9) 
As in Section 2, note some consequences from these assumptions which arise from 
the work of Hagwood and Woodroofe (1982), Lai and Seigmund (1977, 1979). 
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3.1. Consequences from the assumptions 
(i) Under (B.l)-(B.9) and for nonarithmetic F the asymptotic expansion for 
ET(b) 
ET(b)=(b-f(blu)-u,+A,)/p+oo(l) (3.1) 
holds as b + CO. This follows from the result of Hagwood and Woodroofe (1982). 
(B.4) and (B.7) imply that the sequence V, , V,, . . . is slowly changing, and condition 
(B.3) just adapts their condition (7) to a function f defined on (0, co). Also it is 
easily seen that (B.3) implies f(x) = o((log x)‘) as x-+co for all p > 1. This and 
(B.2) show that 5,) &;, . . . are slowly changing and also &l&+0 in probability 
with (B.5). 
Since ET - b/p = o((log b)‘), asymptotic normality and (1.2) for T(b)* also hold 
for ?(b)=(T(b)-ET(b))/&. 
(ii) As in 2.l(ii) the following holds: There exists a sequence of positive real 
numbers &r, E*, . . . , decreasing to 0, such that, for suitable n, 2 1, If(x)/ < e,n f.a. x 2 
nan,, and, defining 
M = sup{n 2 1: AL occurs or max{lS, - +I, ) Vnl} 3 e,n}, 
L=max{n,, M}+l, Db={T(b)>L} forb>O, 
it follows that 
EL3<co and P(Di)=o(bm2). 
3.2. Theorem. Suppose that conditions (B.l)-( B.9) are satisfied and that F is nonarith- 
metic. Then there exist b,> 0 and events Eb, b 5 0, for which P(Ei) = 
o(bm2), Eb c Db, {Rtl(Eb): b 2 b,} is unzformly integrable and, as b+a, 
Var T(b)=02~-3(b-f(b/~)-v,+A,) 
-~-2(A2-A:+2A1ul-2E(1(Eb)RbVTo,~)+~2-~~) 
+2~-‘Cov(S,(,,, T(b))+o(l). (3.2) 
Furthermore, 
E(~(E,)&VW,,) = O(1) (3.3) 
Cov(S,(,), T(b)) = Cov(l(E,)&,,, T(b)) -Cov(l(Eb)f(T(b)), T(b)) 
-Cov(l(EdV~(b,, T(b))+o(l) 
= 0( b”*). (3.4) 
Proof. (i) We start with the construction of the events E = Eb. Let 
a = b -f(blp) 
and choose S < l/p according to (B.9). 
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We define 
E=Dn{7(a)>6b}n n A,. 
nz=Sb 




P u, X =o(b-‘1, ( > 
so that 
(ii) We now show that {RE1(Eb): b 3 b,,} is uniformly integrable for some b,> 0. 
For this we use the argument of Hagwood and Woodroofe (1982), Lemma 2: 
We have, on E, 
where for sufficiently large b0 we obtain from (B.5) uniform integrability of 
V$l(E), b 3 bO, and from (B.3) uniform boundedness of (f(T) -f(b/p))l(E), b 3 
b,, as well as uniform convergence to zero of this expression as b + 00. 
Furthermore they provided, for sufficiently large b > 0 and for x > 0, 
P(En{S,-a>2x})sP(En{V,+f(T)-f(b/p)>x}) 
+ sup P(S,,,, - c > x). 
CZO 
Using Theorem 2.4 of Woodroofe (1982), we obtain uniform integrability of ((ST - 
a)+)21(E), b 3 bo, for sufficiently large b,. For the following we choose some b,> 0, 
such that the above properties hold. 
(iii) We have 
Var T=u~~-~ET-~-~ (ST-p7-)2dP+ 
I 
(T- ET)2 dP 
EC 
-p-2 I (S, - ES=)‘dP E
+2p-’ (S,-ES,)(T-ET)dP (3.5) 
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(3.8) J (ST-E&)(7--ET)dP=Cov(S,, T)+o(l) E 
hold. We will show in (iv) validity of 
I 
(ST-EST)2dP=A2-A;+2A1v1-2 RV,dP+u,-v:+o(l). (3.9) 
E I E 
Finally we show in (v) that (3.3) and (3.4) hold. 
(iv) Proof of (3.9). Similarly to 2.4(iii) but taking into account the excess we have 
(ST-ES,)2dP=[E R’dP+j/+v,)‘dP+A: 
-2 RV, dP+%v, 
I 
R dP-2A, RdP 
E 
+2A, (VT-v,)dP+o(l) 





=A,-A;+2A,v,-2 RV, dP+q-v:+o(l), 
where we used uniform integrability of R21(E), ba bO, and (1.1) in the second 
equality. 
(v) Proof of (3.3) and (3.4). Uniform integrability of R*l(E), bz bO, and of 
V’,, b 3 bo, implies 
thus (3.3). 
Using uniform integrability of R21(E) as above we may then start from (3.8) and 
show (3.4) as in 2.4. 
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To obtain uniform square integrability of the excess we used the method of 
Hagwood and Woodroofe (1982) which appears to lead to slightly weaker moment 
conditions, but to slightly stronger conditions on the function f, than the method 
of Lai and Siegmund (1979), and thus will give a stronger statement in Theorem 
3.5. Of course, we can also obtain the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 in the context of 
the latter authors. This is formulated in the following remark. 
3.3. Remark. We continue to assume (B.l), (B.2), (B.6) and (B.9). Furthermore 
assume that there exists CY, $< (Y s 1, such that 
If(x)lx*l+ sup NY)-f(x)l+O asx-,a; (B.3’) 
XG_V=GX+XU 
For every E > 0 there exists S > 0 for which 
c P(II$-Vnl>e)<cX, for all nsl; (B.4’) 
nGjSn+hz" 
max V2,+k, na 1, 
O=krn” 
are uniformly integrable; (B.5’) 
c n’P(supIV,/k”Ia&)<cX, for all E>O; (B.7’) 
“=I k&n 
EIX,14’” < 00. (B.8’) 
Then for nonarithmetic F the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 holds. 
This is easily seen by adapting the method for proving Theorem 3.2, where uniform 
integrability of Ril(Eb), 6 2 b,,, now follows from the argument of Lai and Siegmund 
(1979). 
We now proceed as in Section 2 to obtain asymptotic expansions for the last two 
covariance terms in (3.4) and for E( l( Eb) RbVTcbj). 
Proposition 2.6 carries over immediately to the discrete time case and we omit 
the statement of the corresponding result. Proposition 2.8 now takes the following 
form: 
3.4. Proposition. Consider the situation in 3.2 or 3.3 and assume additionally that 
on A, 
V,, = II& + @‘,I&, n 3 1, with 3, = (S,, - np)/fi, 
for some real a and a uniformly bounded sequence of random variables PI, &, . . . with 
PT +p in probability for some real j3 as b + CO. Let y = E(X, -J.L)~. Then, as b + ~0, 
Cov(l(E,) VT(b), T(6)) = -(ay+2cx2a4+3/3a4)/p +o(l), (3.10) 
E(l(Eb)Rb&j) = A,cxa*+o(l). (3.11) 
Proof. (3.10) is obtained in the same way as its counterpart (2.30). Just note that 
the third central moment now explicitly occurs through the application of Wald’s 
identity for the third moment. 
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For the proof of (3.11) we argue in the following way: It is easily seen that by 
Anscombe’s theorem and T/b + t.~-l a.s. 3, is asymptotically normal with mean 0 
and variance a’. Also the asymptotic independence of & and R (see (1.3)) carries 
over to 3,. and R and from this and our assumptions on V we obtain the asymptotic 
independence of V, and R. Since R?(E), b > bO, and V$l(E), b > b, are uniformly 
integrable (see 3.2(ii)), we get 
E(l(E)RV,)=A,aa*+o(l). 
Using this proposition we now arrive at the counterpart of 2.9. 
3.5. Theorem. Let Yt , Y2, . . . be i.i.d. random variables with finite expectation b,$nite 
variance G2 > 0, and set U,, = Yt + . . . + Y,, n 2 1. Let g : (-oo, oo) + (0, a)) be three 
times dtrerentiable in a neighbourhood of tI such that the third derivative is continuous 
in t.i and g’(fi) f 0. 
DeJine, for b 3 0, 
T(b)=inf{n>l: ng(U,,/n)>b} 
and assume that (B.9) holds. Assume that the distribution ofX, = g(b) + g’(@)( YI - $) 
is non-arithmetic and that E) Y,lp < ~0 for some p > 4. Then, as b + 00, 
Var T(b) = g’(@)262g(tI-3(b -g”(~)&*/2+A,) 
-g(~)-2(A2-A;-g”(~)264/2-g’(l;:)g”(~)j 
-g’(;)g’3’(fi)64)+2g(k)-1 Cov(l(E,)R,, T(b))+o(l). 
This is shown as 2.9 and we just make the following remark (see 2.7): As in Lai 
and Siegmund (1979, Proposition 1) (see also Woodroofe (1982, examples (4.1), 
(4.3))) one can derive that the moment condition 
EIYI]P<OO for somep>4 
implies validity of (B.l)-(B.8) in this situation. Let us point out that in the above 
expansion 
Cov(l(&)R,, T(b))=o(b”*) as b+co, 
which is easily obtained from uniform integrability (see 3.2(ii)) and asymptotic 
independence (see 1.3). 
Contrary to the continuous time case, Theorem 3.5 only supplies a partial answer 
to the problem of asymptotic expansion for the variance of T(b) in the discrete 
time case. Our result singles out the covariance between excess and stopping time 
as the remaining quantity for which an asymptotic expansion has still to be derived, 
and it seems that more precise methods have to be developed to approach this 
problem. We finally remark that 3.5 can be used to treat the discrete time analogues 
to examples 2.10(i) and (ii), leading to asymptotic expansions which only contain 
the covariance between excess and stopping time as unspecified quantity. 
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